SUBJECT: PUBLIC

15th December 2000

The Secretary,
Senate Community Affairs Ref. Committee,
Suite 59, Parliament House,
Canberra. ACT. 2600

SUBMISSIONS: SENATE INQUIRY INTO CHILD MIGRANTs

A Request: Acknowledgement in writing that your Office has received the enclosed two Submissions, with attached enclosures, would be appreciated.

Ref: (i) CHILD MIGRANT DEATHS IN CUSTODY.
(ii) A CULTURE OF CRUELTY.

Note: Authorised to be loaded on website internet, Signed G. Grant

Dear Sir,

I would appreciate if photo-copy copies of my two enclosed Submissions, Ref:

(i) Child Migrant Deaths in Custody
(ii) A Culture of Cruelty Committee

are made available to each member of the Senate Inquiry Into Child Migrants. Also:

that I be given confirmation in writing of the receiving of the enclosed documents.

Thank you,

Yours Faithfully,

Gordon Grant